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Thermal Imaging from a UAV 
to Spot Gas Leaks from the Air

Natural gas processing plants, such as the Al Hosn Shah Plant in Abu Dhabi, purify raw natural gas by 
removing certain contaminants. These contaminant gases are often very dangerous for human exposure 
and therefore, gas pipelines and other infrastructure need to be carefully monitored for leaks. An 
innovative combination of UAV and optical gas imaging technology was tested and turned out to be a 
very effi cient way of monitoring vast gas fi elds.
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The gas market will really be able 
to benefi t from this technology. 
Gas plants are usually very wide, 
so with our UAV solutions you 
are able to scan these large 
areas very effi ciently and also to 
provide a good overview.

The Shah sour gas fi eld is located around 180km southwest of 
Abu Dhabi, in the UAE. The new Shah Gas Processing Plant is 
designed to process 1,000 MMSCFD (million metric standard 
cubic feet per day) of sour gas. The plant is located in three 
adjoining low fl at areas on the East-Central side of the Shah Field 
with an East to West span of about 6 km. The processing of sour 
gas with a high concentration of dangerous hydrogen sulfi de 
(H2S) gas – the so-called sweetening process – is confi ned to the 
Western Area.

  

Monitoring for dangerous gases
In spite of the many safety measures for the Al Hosn Shah Plant 
staff, the Western Area, marked as the red zone, still presents a 
signifi cant health and safety risk for maintenance professionals 
and other operators.

“Some gases are very poisonous, corrosive, fl ammable, and 
explosive,” says John Rennie, Operations Director at Inspectahire, 
a leading inspection company and supplier of specialist remote 
visual inspection technology. “The company had been using so-
called sniffers to detect gas leaks, but this is not an effi cient way 
to cover such a vast network of pipelines, and it is very unsafe for 
the operator. That’s why Al Hosn Gas reached out to us to fi nd a 
more effi cient way to scan the area for leaks.”

The sniffer is a hand probe that produces an audio-signal when 
in proximity of a leak. Although this is a relatively affordable 
detection method, the sniffi ng test requires the operator to 
approach closely to the leak source, which can be dangerous. 
Sniffers do not allow operators to see a leak, so there is always 
some guesswork involved and time lost in the search for the 
source. Inspectahire has a long history of working with thermal 
imaging cameras from FLIR Systems, so the company knew that 
the solution for Al Hosn Gas had to be sought there.
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During a UAV test fl ight, a leaking gas bottle was placed on the ground 
and the FLIR G300a was able to monitor it very accurately from the air (top: 
thermal mode, bottom: HSM mode).

Daniel Sällstedt (Sky Eye Innovations): “We have made it possible for the 
operator to control the camera remotely from the ground with a joystick 
and operator screen.”

Daniel Sällstedt (Sky Eye Innovations): “Gas plants are usually very wide, but 
with our UAV solutions and FLIR cameras, you are able to scan these large 
areas very effi ciently and also to provide a good overview.”
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Thermal imaging on a UAV
At an Infrared Training Center (ITC) session in October 2014, 
Inspectahire met with the team from Swedish UAV integrator 
Sky Eye Innovations. This company has been working with FLIR 
for several years by building dedicated UAV systems around FLIR 
cameras, such as the T-Series and GF-Series. While discussing 
the Al Hosn Gas project, both companies decided to bundle 
their knowledge in the fi eld of optical gas imaging and aerial 
inspection. They came up with a joint solution based on the FLIR 
G300a camera.

“A lot of companies have been integrating FLIR camera cores 
on their UAV systems,” says Daniel Sällstedt, CEO at Sky Eye 
Innovations. “We take a different approach, because we start 
by looking at a complete FLIR camera system and then build a 
UAV system around it. In addition, we pay attention to building 
in extra fault tolerance features, like redundant fl ight control, in 
order to make sure that our customers’ investment is safe.”

“In the presence of some members of Al Hosn Gas’s integrity 
management team, we organised a demonstration with the Sky 

Eye UAV and a FLIR G300a optical gas imaging camera near the 
FLIR offi ces in Sweden,” says John Rennie. “The test fl ight went 
very well and the Al Hosn Gas team decided to have another 
test fl ight at the Abu Dhabi plant to further convince the 
management team of this solution. Also here, the test was very 
convincing. We placed a leaking gas bottle on the ground and 
were able to monitor very accurately from the air with the FLIR 
G300a. This convinced the management team to have a test 
fl ight over the red zone too. And although we did not actually 
fi nd a gas leak there, we can call this fl ight a success.”

Cooled detector makes the smallest 
temperature differences visible
Optical gas imaging cameras from FLIR can visualize and 
pinpoint gas leaks that are invisible to the naked eye. With 
an optical gas imaging camera it is easy to continuously scan 
installations that are in remote areas or in zones that are diffi cult 
to access. The FLIR G300a optical gas camera contains a cooled 
Indium Antimonide (InSb) detector that produces thermal 
images of 320 x 240 pixels. With its low F-number (quantitative 
measure of lens speed) and high sensitivity, the G300a detects 
the smallest of leaks. The camera also has FLIR’s High Sensitivity 
Mode (HSM) which further enhances the detection level of the 
camera so that the smallest gas leaks can be detected. The FLIR 
G300a is very easy to control from a safe distance over Ethernet 
and it can easily be integrated in a TCP/ IP network.

Ideal gas camera for UAV integration
“The combined expertise from FLIR, Inspectahire and 
Sky Eye is truly unique. The FLIR G300a is really an ideal 

camera for our Sky Eye OGI UAV system,” says Daniel Sällstedt. 
“The G300a is very light and compact – in fact the fi rst optical 
imaging camera that is so light – which makes it extremely suited 
for extended UAV fl ights. We have made it possible for the 
operator to control the camera remotely from the ground with a 
joystick and operator screen. The FLIR camera’s connectivity is what 
makes it truly unique in the market. The image quality is what you 
can expect from a world leader in thermal imaging. Especially the 
High Sensitivity Mode is very useful when you need to see moving 
gas fumes.”

“The gas market will really be able to benefi t from this 
technology. Gas plants are usually very wide, so with our UAV 
solutions you are able to scan these large areas very effi ciently 
and also to provide a good overview. They can take you to 
places that are hard to reach or that would take a lot of effort to 
go to. Gas processing plants usually have risky areas, like the red 
zone at the Al Hosn Shah Plant. Optical gas imaging cameras 
like the FLIR G300a can scan these hazardous areas without any 
risk for human operators.”
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Daniel Sällstedt (Sky Eye Innovations): “We start by looking at a complete 
FLIR camera system and then build a UAV system around it.”

Next-Generation “Intelligent” Fixed-Point 
Gas Detector Launched
Crowcon Detection Instruments Ltd (UK) announce the next generation of intelligent gas detectors and 

transmitters: XgardIQ. XgardIQ is an intelligent and versatile gas detector and transmitter compatible with 

Crowcon’s full range of sensor technologies. XgardIQ is available fi tted with a variety of fl ammable, toxic or 

oxygen gas sensors or may be installed with a remote sensor housing up to 15 metres from the transmitter.

Providing analogue 4-20mA and RS-485 Modbus signals as standard, XgardIQ is optionally available with 

Alarm and Fault relays and HART communications. This comprehensive set of output interfaces ensures 

compatibility with virtually any control system from gas detection panels, to PLC’s, DCS’s and SCADA 

systems. HART communications enables diagnostic checking and maintenance using industry-standard 

communications tools remotely or locally in the hazardous area. The HART feature also enables XgardIQ to be 

logged and monitored automatically on asset management systems.

XgardIQ offers powerful features that help to minimise the time that operators must spend in the hazardous area 

performing routine maintenance functions. Sensor modules can be simply and quickly “hot-swapped” without a hot-

work permit, either for replacement with a new pre-calibrated replacement module, or for temporary removal to a safe 

area for calibration. Engineers thus avoid the need to carry compressed gas cylinders on-site and the sensor module can be 

tested and calibrated in the safety of a laboratory.

Users have the option to perform a quick and simple bump test rather than full calibration to verify that sensors are fully operational. 

Using the ‘Speedy Bump’ and ‘Smart Bump’ options, users can perform interim safety checks in minimal time, and using the minimum 

amount of gas.

XgardIQ utilises buttons and a bright OLED (organic light emitting diode) display rather than conventional magnets and LCD’s for confi guration and 

adjustments. The OLED display enables status checking at a glance and from a distance; whilst the use of buttons avoids the risk of special tools (e.g. 

magnets) being lost and thus resulting in aborted calibration attempts.

Crowcon’s unique “+ve Safety” feature confi rms the detector is operating safely using a bright blue LED and screen messages. XgardIQ automatically 

alerts operators to any irregular events that may affect product integrity such as the ambient temperature or gas concentration exceeding sensor limits. 

Such events may harm the sensor but would remain undiagnosed on conventional gas detectors: the sensor may be rendered insensitive to gas without 

warning the operator. When the detector is working safely the blue +ve Safety LED remains on constantly, if any abnormal operating conditions are 

detected the LED will fl ash and a warning message will be displayed.

XgardIQ deploys novel features to simplify commissioning. In major new-build projects instruments are often installed many months ahead of the planned 

commissioning date. Some sensor technologies have a limited shelf-life and thus may not be operational after a long period of installation without being 

powered. The operator may thus face signifi cant costs replacing sensors. XgardIQ can be installed without a sensor module, protected from the elements 

using a sealed ‘dummy’ module. Pre-calibrated sensor modules can then be supplied immediately prior to commissioning. The XgardIQ transmitter will 

automatically confi gure to the correct gas-type, scale and alarm levels when a sensor module is inserted.

“XgardIQ has been developed to address the challenges and objectives of operators in safety-critical applications and to deliver real user benefi ts” explains 

Andy Avenell, Senior Business Development Manager. “We spend a signifi cant amount of time talking to engineers and operators in oil and gas facilities, 

petrochemical and chemical plants and other high risk areas. The experiences and insight gained from such sites has been instrumental in the specifi cation 

development of XgardIQ.”
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Portable Gas 
Detectors for 
Confi ned Spaces

The Multi Gas Clip Pump (MGC Pump) 
portable multi-gas detector, from Gas 
Clip Technologies (USA), is perfect for 
attendant applications in confi ned space 
entry. Low-power photometric technology 
allows the MGC Pump-IR to run a full 5 
days without having to recharge the battery 
and only requires calibration in six month 
intervals. MGC Pump-IR utilises infrared 
sensor technology for the detection of 
combustible gases and electrochemical 
sensing technology for H2S, CO and O2. The 
Multi Gas Clip Pump is compact, ergonomic 
and easy to use with one button operation. 

Gas Clip Technologies will be exhibiting at 
National Safety Council Congress & Expo, 
booth 2167, A+A, stand 6/H08 and ADIPEC, 
booth 7346.
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